[Surgical treatment for atrial fibrillation using ablation devices and ablation of autonomic ganglion plexi].
Development of ablation device for the surgical treatment for atrial fibrillation (Af) has suggested the safety and easiness of the maze procedure. However, the success rate of sinus rhythm (SR) recovery is not satisfactory. We studied the maze procedure and the results with ablation device and also with additional ganglion plexi (GP) ablation. Since April in 2002, 269 patients received maze operation with ablation device. The etiology was valvular disease in 196, ischemic heart disease in 18, dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) in 36, and others in 19. The full maze operation with ablation devices and cryoablation was performed in principle and monopolar ablation devices were used in early phase and the bipolar ablation device was applied thereafter. The 73 patients after October in 2007 were divided into 44 patients with simultaneous GP ablation and 29 patients without GP ablation and the recovery rate of SR was compared in the 2 groups. There were 7 hospital deaths (5 in DCM and 2 in valve disease). After the operation, 79% of the patients with monopolar devices and 75% of the patients with bipolar device were in SR. Among them, 88% of the patients with simultaneous GP ablation were in SR and no major complication. The full maze operation with bipolar ablation and cryoablation showed minimal operative risk and concomitant GP ablation improved the SR recovery rate after the operation.